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If there is one Tech House collection you simply cannot miss , this is it ! Future Loops proudly 
presents “Essential Tech House Tools 01”, an exceptional sample pack that extensively 
covers the ground of Tech House productions ( Prog House , Minimal and Minimal Tech 
producers may also feel at home with these samples ). 
  
Packed with more than 3.600 mesmerizing samples “Essential Tech House Tools 01” pulls 
out all the stops with its freshly squeezed selection of the finest Tech House samples , offering 
you an electrifying arsenal of tools to create professional tracks and epic dancefloor mixes ! 
  
 
 
Developed To Standout As An Essential Pack For Tech House Productions  
 
With over 2.7GB of top grade content “Essential Tech House Tools 01” was developed to 
standout as a comprehensive pack for Tech House productions that can make the cut with the 
most demanding of tech heads  : 
 
Full Grooves 
 
Precise , mix-cutting drum beats ready to drive your grooves forward in style !  
 
Kick Loops 
 
Individual booming goodness for thick 4/4 layers ! Full Kick control ! 
 
Build Loops 
 
Pounding arrangements of piercing rhythmic and percussive patterns- all kick-free for ultimate 
mix freedom ! 
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No-Kick Beats 
 
An extra folder crammed with fine-grained Top Loops , drenched in vibrant layers of swinging drums ! 
 
Bass Loops 
 
Throbbing sequences of thumping basslines chock-full of low freq life to give those woofers a run for their 
money ! 
 
Synth & Pads 
 
Beatiful melodies and inspirational musical sequences ,creative chords , gated synths , lush ambiences 
and more ! 
 
Vox FX 
 
 
Specially processed vocals for instant fillers and sensual vocal layers ! 
 
Special FX 
 
Sweeping lifters , Banging FX , Granular patterns , Reversed cymbals , Warped synths, cleaver Risers 
and more  ! 
 
Jumbo-Size collection of One-Shots  
 
How about over 1800 drum hits of pure Tech House bliss including Kicks , Claps , Hats , Percussion , 
Snares and more ! 
 
 
WAV & REX / 100% Royalty-Free 
 
This sample pack offers all samples in WAV format and loops are available as WAV & REX . All 
compatible with any major music production software , perfectly looped and 100% royalty-free ! 
 
From stout beats to puzzling grooves and striking patterns “Essential Tech House Tools 01” effortlessly 
balances high-quality production elements with full creative control for infinite mixing possibilities ! 
 
In sum , if you need to load your studio with premium Tech House sounds “Essential Tech House Tools 
01” is a first-class choice ! 
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